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COMPLETELY REGULAR AND co-REGULAR SPACES
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Dedicated to the memory of Professor Shouro Kasahara

Abstract. The completely regular convergence spaces are characterized as those

spaces having symmetric compactifications. The u-regular convergence spaces are

those which have regular compactifications.

1. Introduction. It has never been obvious how "complete" regularity should be

defined for convergence spaces. If one equates "completely regular" with "unifor-

mizable" (in the sense of being compatible with a uniform convergence structure),

the concept is too weak to be useful. In [3], A. C. Cochran and R. B. Trail

suggested a definition which, essentially, makes complete regularity of a conver-

gence space equivalent to complete regularity of the topological modification. The

approach that we shall take is based upon the fact that a topological space is

completely regular iff it is the subspace of a compact regular topological space.

However, as we shall see, this statement cannot be translated verbatim into the

convergence space setting.

In [8], the authors showed that a convergence space X has a regular, Hausdorff

compactification iff X is regular and has the same ultrafilter convergence as a

Tychonoff topological space. We shall extend the definition of complete regularity

given in [8] for Hausdorff spaces to arbitrary spaces by defining a convergence

space X to be completely regular if X is symmetric (defined later) and has the same

ultrafilter convergence as a completely regular topological space. This definition

yields a much stronger notion of complete regularity than that suggested in [3].

It would be reasonable to conjecture that, as in the topological case, a space is

completely regular iff it is the subspace of a compact regular space. On the

contrary, we shall show that the class of spaces having regular compactifications is

the larger class of co-regular spaces, an important class which includes the c-em-

bedded spaces of E. Binz [1] in addition to the completely regular spaces.

We do, however, obtain a similar characterization for the completely regular

spaces. These turn out to be precisely the class of spaces which have symmetric
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compactifications. The symmetric spaces form a subclass of the class of regular

spaces which includes the regular topological spaces. This characterization enables

one to define completely regular spaces entirely in terms of convergence space

criteria.

2. Completely regular spaces. For definitions, notation, and terminology concern-

ing convergence spaces, the reader is referred to [4] and [5]. A space X is said to be

symmetric if X is regular and '3r —*y whenever 'S —* x and x —*y. Our first

proposition is essentially Theorem 2.4 of [5].

Proposition 2.1. (a) If X is a compact regular space, then the second iteration of

the closure operator of X is idempotent.

(b) If X is a compact symmetric space, then X has the same ultrafilter convergence

as a compact regular topological space.

Given a space X, we shall denote by XX (respectively, uX, aX, Xr) the topologi-

cal (resp., completely regular, symmetric, regular) modification of X. In other

words, XX is the finest topological space on |^f | (the underlying set of X) coarser

than X; the other modifications can be similarly characterized.

Proposition 2.2. Let f: X -» Y be a continuous function. In the following com-

mutative diagram, where the vertical arrows are the function f and the horizontal

arrows are identity functions, all functions are continuous.

X     ^     Xr     -*     aX     -+     wX x     -»    XX

], j, 4, 4-14-
Y    -*     Yr     -h>     oY    -h>    uY Y    -►    XY

A concept which plays a key role in the proof of our two main theorems is the

compactification (X*,j) of an arbitrary space X (see [7]). The details of the

construction of X* are not essential for what follows, but it is useful to know that X

is a subspace of X*, so that./: X -» X* is the identity embedding. The crucial result

that is needed is stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3. ///: X -» Y is continuous and Y is compact and regular, then

there is a continuous function f* : X* —» Y such that the following diagram commutes:

4     /»/•
x*

The proof of Proposition 2.3 is given in [7] in the case that X and Y are

Hausdorff. The generalization of the proof to the non-Hausdorff case is easy,

although/* is no longer unique in the general case. The symbols oX*, uX*, and X*

will be used to represent the respective modifications of X*.

Theorem 2.4. A convergence space is completely regular iff it has a symmetric

compactification.
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Proof. Suppose that A" is a completely regular space. Since X = aX, it follows

by Proposition 2.2 that j: X —*oX* is a continuous map. If jCS)—*j(x) in aX*,

then there is t G X* such that f ->j(x) and jÇS) -> t in X* (see [5, p. 230]). Hence

(see [4, p. 25]) there is a filter @ on X and a natural number « such that

j(W) > cl"x.j(§), wherey"(g) -> t in AT*. If t Gy'(^). then, by construction of X*, §

may be assumed to be an ultrafilter. Since X is completely regular and § -t* x in X,

there is a continuous function/: A-»[0, 1] such thatf(§)-t*f(x) in [0, 1]. Iff*:

X* -» [0, 1] is the continuous extension of / described in Proposition 2.3, then

/(g) = f*(J(§)) ->f*(r) = /(*) in [0, 1], a contradiction. Hence t = j{z) for some

z G X. The same reasoning shows that z -» a: in X.

It follows that f > j~\<$x*j(S)) >J~\duX.Ä$)) - cl^S = cl^S, since A" is

completely regular. Since ,/'(§ )—> t in A*, â -» z =7_1(t) in X. Thus cl^-ê ->r,

which implies 'S -> z in A. Since A is symmetric and i-»xinA, ÍF—»jcinA". This

implies that j: X -h> aX* is a dense embedding, and therefore (oX*,j) is a symmet-

ric compactification of X.

The converse follows directly from Proposition 2.1(b). □ It should be mentioned

that, from Proposition 2.3, a continuous map from X into a compact symmetric

space has a continuous extension to aX*. The preceding result leads to an alternate

characterization of the completely regular modification.

Proposition 2.5. For any space X, coA is the restriction of aX* to \X\.

Proof. Let X' be the restriction of aX* to |A"|; then X' is completely regular and

X' < X. If X" is any completely regular space such that \X"\ = \X\ and the

identity map i: X —> X" is continuous (i.e., X" < X), then by Proposition 2.3/' » i

has a continuous extension /*: X*^>o(X")* such that the following diagram

commutes:

X

Ji

aX*

Since i*\X = i, and X" is a subspace of o(X")* by Theorem 2.4 it follows that /':

X' -+ X" is continuous. Thus X' = coA".    □

3. co-regular spaces. A space is defined to be co-regular if cl^'S -» x whenever

S -> x. It is shown in [6] that a space X is c-embedded (see [1], [2]) iff X is

co-regular and pseudotopological and has enough continuous real-valued functions

to separate points.

Proposition 3.1. If X is a compact regular space, then X is u-regular and

c\aXA = clxA for each subset A of X.

Proof. Let A ç X. By Proposition 2.1(b), XaX = ÀcoA is a completely regular

topological space which has the same ultrafilter convergence as aX. By Proposition

2.6(1) of [5], c\aXA Ç c)^xA. These facts imply that c\uXA = cl0^y4 = cX^A = c^xA.

D

X"

ti"

o(X")*
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Theorem 3.2. A convergence space X is u-regular iff it has a regular compactifica-

tion.

Proof. Let X be an co-regular space. Then j: X -* X* is continuous by Proposi-

tion 2.2, and by Proposition 3.1 X* is an co-regular convergence space. If j(¡S) —>

j(x) in A"*, then there are § -» x in A" and a natural number n such that

jCS) > clx;j(§). Thus <S > j~\clx.j(§)) > cl^S. The latter filter converges to x

in X since A is co-regular. Therefore (X*,j) is a regular compactification of X.

Conversely, if X has a regular compactification, then A" is a subspace of an

co-regular space, and therefore co-regular.    □

Moreover, a continuous map from A into a compact regular space has a

continuous extension to A*. Let X be any space, and let pX be the subspace of X*

determined by |A|. One can show, as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, that pA" is the

finest co-regular space coarser than X; that is, pX is the co-regular modification of X.

For any space A, coA" < pX < Xr < X.

Examples are given in [2] and [6] of Hausdorff topological spaces which are

co-regular but not completely regular. Furthermore, examples abound of regular

spaces which are not co-regular.

Despite the similarity of their characterizations, completely regular and co-regular

spaces are quite different concepts. Although every co-regular space is a subspace of

a compact regular space, a space for which the second iteration of the closure

operator is idempotent, an example in [9] shows that an co-regular space can have

infinitely many distinct iterations of its closure operator. This shows that co-regular

spaces can be quite "nontopological", whereas the completely regular spaces are

barely distinguishable from their topological counterparts.
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